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Greta Ernman Thunberg (Swedish pronunciation: [²?re?ta ²t??nbærj]; born 3 January 2003) is a Swedish
political activist seeking to stop global warming and climate change. In August 2018, she became a prominent
figure for starting the first school strike for climate, outside the Swedish parliament building.408.4k Followers,
698 Following, 191 Posts - See Instagram photos and videos from Greta Thunberg (@gretathunberg)The latest
Tweets from Greta Thunberg (@GretaThunberg). 16 year old climate activist with Asperger. SverigeGreta
Thunberg. 388,302 likes · 351,594 talking about this. 16 Years Old Climate Activist with Asperger'sMusic,
Film, TV and Political News CoverageGreta Thunberg, a 15-year-old student from Sweden, captured the
attention of the world recently when she shamed climate change negotiators at a United Nations climate summit
in Poland.Sixteen-year-old climate activist Greta Thunberg has criss-crossed the continent speaking at rallies in
four countries in just eight days in a bid to spur politicians into action.Greta Thunberg’s protest outside of
Sweden’s parliament building has made climate change a topic of that country’s daily conversation.Teen
climate activist Greta Thunberg has been nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize in recognition of her efforts to
combat climate change. The Swedish 16-year-old is an inspirational yet unlikely ...Fifteen-year-old Swedish
climate activist Greta Thunberg addressed the U.N. plenary last night in Katowice, Poland, condemning global
inaction in the face of catastrophic climate change. This is ...15 year old activist Greta Thunberg speaks truth to
power at the UN COP24 climate talks: "My name is Greta Thunberg. I am 15 years old. I am from Sweden. I
speak on behalf of Climate Justice Now.Teenage climate activist Greta Thunberg is holding the world's rich and
powerful, gathered at Davos, to account.Greta Thunberg (born 3 January 2003) is a Swedish climate activist. In
2018, she initiated the School strike for climate movement and spoke at the United Nations ...Greta Thunberg
has inspired children globally with her protests. News Agency/Hanna Franzen via Reuters. By Adam Vaughan.
THOUSANDS of children across the world will leave their schools for a ...Greta Thunberg, the Swedish
schoolgirl who has inspired an international movement to fight climate change, has been nominated as a
candidate to receive this year's Nobel Peace Prize. The 16-year ...https://democracynow.org - Fifteen-year-old
Swedish climate activist Greta Thunberg addressed the U.N. plenary last night in Katowice, Poland,
condemning glo...Greta Thunberg, 15 year-old, refusing school for the climate outside the Swedish parliament.
Read about here protest here. The above text is written by Greta Thunberg.Greta Thunberg is a Swedish climate
activist. In Poland last week at the COP24 climate talks, Thunberg addressed the Secretary-General of the
United Nations and was seated on a World Bank panel.The Swedish teen inspiring climate strikes Jump to
media player Greta Thunberg spoke to the BBC in September, but since then she's become a global
phenomenon.Greta Thunberg hasn't graduated high school yet, but she's already a nominee for the Nobel Peace
Prize. As TIME reports, the Swedish activist is being considered for the honor in recognition of ...When I first
catch sight of Greta Thunberg, it is eight in the morning, and a small crowd has already gathered. It is a Friday,
her day of protest, and the 16-year-old is standing outside the rose ...In this passionate call to action, 16-year-old
climate activist Greta Thunberg explains why, in August 2018, she walked out of school and organized a strike
to raise awareness of global warming, protesting outside the Swedish parliament and grabbing the world's
attention.One day last summer, aged 15, she skipped school, sat down outside the Swedish parliament – and
inadvertently kicked off a global movementGreta’s school refusal has attracted enormous media attention. 15year-old Greta Thunberg sits down outside the Swedish parliament every day until the Swedish election — for
the climate. Here ...I'm with Greta Thunberg. 21,753 likes · 2,219 talking about this. I'm with Greta Thunberg,
the Swedish 15 year old who's cutting class to fight the...Greta Thunberg takes part in a protest claiming for
urgent measures to combat climate change, in Paris, February 22, 2019. PHILIPPE WOJAZER/REUTERS
Soon, she started getting attention.When Greta Thunberg, a 15-year-old climate activist from Sweden, had the
chance to address a global climate change conference this past week, she told officials she had not come there to
beg.Greta Thunberg cut a frail and lonely figure when she started a school strike for the climate outside the
Swedish parliament building last August. Her parents tried to dissuade her. Her parents ...This is where youth
can register their Friday For Future global climate strike event with Greta Thunberg.

